
Not only can we produce that TV commercial your after, we can also provide help with the
script writing as well as booking and organizing your air time.

If your launching a new product or promoting a new business our promtional DVD’s have helped
many of our clients Australlia wide to acheive their goals.

Our Training DVD’s have covered many topics over the years from; Cosmetic Surgery, the Building industry to age care nursing 
just to name a few. We work closley with our clients to guarantee the results that their after.

Corporate events can be anything from company awards nights, conffences, conventions, exhibitions and trade shows, what ever 
event you need filmed we would be more than happy to give you a no obligation free quote.

We have full day and half day rates available and the price includes a  fully equiped cameraman with a HD camera, tripod, lighting 
equipment reflectors and diffusers, audio gear such as lapel and boom microphones.

3 HD cameras and operators can be supplied to film anything from dance shows, concerts to seminars.

We cover animations from a simple 3D spinning company logo to fancy animated graphics and 2D/3D character animations.  

We pride ourselves on our creativity in this area and have authored hundreds of DVD’s including a wide variety of retail DVD’s and 
interactive children’s DVD games.
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Motion Studios is a video production company that has earned a reputation
for producing high quality work with reliable service at truly competitive prices. 
We have been established as a professional company on the Gold Coast for 10 years and our experience in camera 
work and postproduction goes back more than 15 years.
We pride ourselves with our cutting edge 2D and 3D animations and stunning visual graphics.
WWe can shoot in all types of formats from standard definition to full 720p, 1080i and 1080p shot on the latest 
DVCproHD 2/3 inch full size Professional camera.

Owner Gary Parkinson has become an accomplished camera operator and has   
covered a wide variety of subjects and locations throughout Australia, from filming news, interviews with celebrities, 
aerial shoots, TV documentaries, cooking shows, major sporting events to independent film making. 


